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Load forecasting plays an important role in load 

management, optimisation and control of a power station. 

An Artificial Neural Network was used to provide short 

term load forecasting at a small remote hybrid power 

station supplying Djilkminggan Aboriginal community near 

Elsey Station, Northern Territory. Commercial software 

on Neural Networks was purchased and used to produce a 

short term load forecast. 

Data was collected and carefully prepared. A pre- 

processing procedure in selection of training data is 

presented. 

An Artificial Neural Network was developed using the 

Back Propagation method. Networks which forecast the 

next half hour and the next hour load were formed and 

examined. Predicted load was compared with the actual 

load to determine the accuracy of the forecast. An 

attempt to minimise the error of forecast data was made 

by examining several network architectures. The selected 

network successfully produced a short term load forecast 

with minimum error of 8.34%. An analysis of several 

aspects of forming a short term load forecasting using 

different artificial neural network architectures is 

included. The forecast will partly solve the problem of 
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efficient operation of a small remote hybrid power 

station. 



CHAPTER 1 

I NTRODUCT I ON 

1.1. Background 

The optimisation of energy use at a hybrid power 

station provides a challenge for power electronic and 

control engineers. The use of new and renewable energy 

supplies makes the control strategy of such a power 

station more complicated. Short term load forecast data 

is needed to optimise the control algorithm of the power 

station [1] 

Artificial Neural Networks have been widely used in 

signal processing and pattern recognition. These 

networks are currently used in solving problems in speech 

and handwriting recognition, forecasting a share market 

price, forecasting the weather, etc. [2] . Artificial 

Neural Networks have also been used recently in providing 

short term load forecasts for large scale and small scale 

power systems [1,3,4,5,6,7,8]. 

In 1992, the Northern Territory Power and Water 

Authority invited tenders to extend their existing Diesel 

generating equipment with the arrangement of a retrofit 

of a Battery, Solar and Inverter system at Djilkminggan 

Aboriginal Community. This community is situated at 

Latitude 141 56 South, Longitude 138' .18" East on an 

1 
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excision of Elsey Station East of Mataranka, and 3 km 

North of the Roper Highway. The tender included the 

monitoring facility for several instrument variables for 

the purpose of maintaining the equipment of the power 

station. 

With the complete system in place in late 1992, a 

relatively large amount of data was collected. On the 

basis of this data, it is possible to produce a forecast 

for a short period, such as half an hour or one hour 

ahead forecast. 

1.2. Aim and Purpose 

The aim of this project is to produce a short term 

load forecast for Djilkminggan Aboriginal Community. 

With the forecast data in hand, an arrangement of 

appropriate supplies can be made. Thus, with knowledge 

of prior electricity demand and availability of supplies, 

it is hoped that the control engineer will be able to 

optimise the control algorithm of the power station. 

An optimal control algorithm means maximising usage 

of the renewable energy resources and minimising usage of 

diesel power. Hence, it will in turn reduce the 

consumption of diesel fuel and reduce the maintenance and 

running costs. 

OAI 
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1.3. Scope and Limitations 

The project is to produce a short term load forecast 

at Djilkminggan power station using an Artificial Neural 

Network. A survey of commercial Neural Network softwares 

available in the market will be presented. Eased on the 

survey, BrainMaker software was purchased. It was 

studied and used to produce short term load forecast. 

Networks which produced next hour and next half hour load 

were constructed and compared. An attempt to examine 

various Neural Networks architectures that will yield 

better forecasts was made. 

The project is limited to Load forecasting for the 

electricity supply area covered by Djilkminggan Power 

Station only. The prediction is valid based on data used 

in the period between late 1992 and mid 1994. 

1.4. Methodology 

In this project the following approach based on 

previous work in the same area will be taken: 

Gather data 

Pre-process data 

Select and study a Neural Network software 

Select the Neural Network Architecture 

Train Neural Network 

Test Neural Network 

3 



7. Select an alternative Neural Network 

architecture and redo step 5 and 6 until a suitable 

architecture is found. 

The process of training and retraining neural 

networks took most of the projects time. 

4 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. The Artificial Neural Networks 

An Artificial Neural Network is a type of information 

processing system whose architecture is inspired by the 

structure of biological neural systems [9] . Artificial 

neural network history began when people invented a model 

of the fundamental cell of the living brain: the 

neuron [10] - In 1943, Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts 

developed a simple model of variable resistors and a 

summing amplifier that represented the variable synaptic 

connections or weights which link neurons together and 

the operation of the neuron body (soma) , respectively. 

They modeled the neuron as follows: 

xl wl 

x 

F 

Figure 1. The McCulloch and Pitts model 

The McCulloch and Pitts model utilises a summing 

device, usually an operational amplifier as part of its 

5 



neuron model. The input voltages Xl, X2 and X3 can 

either be high(on) or low(off) which correspond to output 

of another neuron. The summing device sums all the 

weighted inputs and passes it to the threshold device. 

The output of threshold device F will be high(on) 

whenever the sum of weighted input is larger than the 

threshold T. 

X IWI (1) 

F will be low(off) whenever the inequality doesn't 

hold. 

Another important idea was put forward in 1949 when 

the seeds of a model of dynamic memory were sown by a 

neuropsychologist, Donald Hebb, who suggested that a 

group of neurons could be reverberated in different 

patterns. Each of these patterns related to the recall 

of a different experience. His idea, later known as 

Hebbian learning, reads as follows: 

"When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a 
cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in 
firing it, some growth process or metabolic change 
takes place in one or both cells such that A's 
efficiency as one of the cells firing B, is 
increased." 

In neural network terms, Hebb's law can be restated 

as follows: "If neuron A repeatedly stimulates neuron B 

while B is generating an output signal, the weight of the 

synapses between A and B will increase in magnitude." 
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This remarkably simple statement was later proven to 

be the most useful law in the development of neural 

networks. 

In 1960, Bernard Widrow and Ted Hoff developed an 

Adaptive Linear Delta Rule (ADALINE) . The two layer 

perceptron with error correction rule was proven to be 

able to forecast a weather condition. The calculation 

method was also called the gradient descent, since it 

aimed at finding the minimum mean squared error across 

the weight hyperplane. 

In 1969, there was a severe challenge to the two 

layer perceptron. Minsky and Papert published a book 

called "Perceptron", where it said the two layer 

perceptron cannot and will not be able to solve a non 

linearly separable problem. This book later caused a 

significant decrease in the level of interest of neural 

networks. 

The revival of interest in neural networks in 1980's 

can be attributed to John Hopfield of the California 

Institute of Technology. He brought new insights into 

this area with his work on Crossbar Associative Memory. 

He was already well known in Solid State Physics and his 

publication in the field of neural networks received a 

lot of interest. 

In 1985, Rumeihart, Hinton and Williams reinvented 

the Back Propagation method. It was actually invented by 

P.J. Werbos in 1974. The back propagation method is also 



called the Generalised Delta Rule, because it was a 

generalisation of Widrow-Hoffs error correction rule. 

The back propagation method can answer the Minsky-Papert 

challenge with its calculation method of so called hidden 

neurons. 

Now, there are many learning methods of neural 

networks. Each has its own advantages over the others. 

The following are the popular learning methods currently 

being used, to name a few [2] 

Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) 

Cascade Correlation (CC) 

Learning Vector Quantisation (LVQ2) 

Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN) 

S. Self Organising Map (SON) 

The most popular learning method currently used is 

the Back Propagation Error method which will be described 

in the next section. 

2.2. The Back Propagation Learning Method 

Back propagation is the most popular learning method 

for neural networks. The back propagation learning 

algorithm is a generalisation of the Widrow-Hoff error 

correction rule. The original Widrow-Hoff technique 

formed an error signal, which is the difference between 

what the output is and what it was supposed to be, i.e. 

the reference or target output. Synaptic strengths, or 

weights, were changed in proportion to the error times 



the input signal, which diminishes the error in the 

direction of the gradient. 

In a multilayer network (Figure 2) containing hidden 
units, that is units that are neither input nor output 

units, the problem is much more difficult. The error 

signal can be formed as before, but many synapses can 

give rise to the error, not just the ones at the output 

units. Since we usually do not know what the target 

output of the hidden units is, we cannot directly compute 

the error signal for hidden units. 

utput layer 

hidden 

layer 

layer 

inputs 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of feed forward neural 

network 

The TGeneralised Delta  Rule was suggested by 

Rumeihart et al. and gives a recipe for adjusting the 

weights on internal units based on the error at the 

output. To be more specific let 

(2) 

be the measure of error pattern p and let E=E be 

the overall measure of error, where tPiis  the target 
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output for j-th component of the output pattern for 

pattern p and op.  is the jth component of the actual 

output pattern produced by the network representation 

with input pattern p. 

The network specified as 

o 1 =f1(net 1) (3) 

netPJ wJkoPk (4) 

where f  J  is a differentiable and non decreasing 

function and WIk  is a weight to be adjusted. The function 

is normally a sigmoid type function. 

To obtain a rule for adjusting weights, the gradient 

of EP  with respect to WJk  is used and it is represented as 

follows: 
aE 

 

where 6pi is  defined in two ways. If a unit is an 

output unit, it is given by 

 

and for a unit in an arbitrary hidden layer 

ö.. =f(netPJ) 6 PkwkJ (7) 

where f is the derivative of f. 

The rule of adjusting weights can be derived using 

eq. (5) and is given as 

L.w11(n+1)= il 8 pjo pi  +aiw11(n) (8) 

where r is the learning rate parameter and a is the 

momentum constant to determine the effect of past weight 

changes. The flow chart for the back propagation 
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learning algorithm following equations (2) to (8) is 

shown in Figure 3. [3] 

Figure 3. Flowchart for the back propagation 
algorithm 
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2.3, Traditional Short Term Load Forecasting 

Short term load forecasting for a large scale power 

system is vital. With a knowledge of the future load, a 

system operator will be able to reserve spinning 

allocation prior to the occurrence of the event. An 

accuracy of 1 in the load forecast of a large scale 

power system means thousands of dollars in savings. In 

achieving optimal planning and operation, the knowledge 

of future power system load is the first prerequisite. 

Many methods have been utilised to provide power 

system load forecast. The methods can be classified in 

general, as a time series models or regression models. 

Moghram and Rahman [11] have discussed some of these in a 

1989 paper. These techniques are: 

• Multiple Linear Regression, 

• Stochastic Time series, 

• General Exponential Smoothing and 

• State Space Method. 

In addition several models such as expert system 

models and pattern recognition models have also been 

developed. 

Time series models assume that load trend is 

stationary, and regard any abnormal data point as bad 

data. The disadvantage of these models is that weather 

information or any other factors which contribute to the 

load behavior can not be fully utilised. Regression 
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models analyze the relationship among loads and other 

influential factors such as weather and costumer usage 

behavior. The main disadvantage is that these models 

require complex modeling techniques and heavy 

computational efforts to produce reasonably accurate 

results [1] . Most of these models are computationally 

burdensome as well as labor intensive because statistical 

models have to be updated with changing conditions [12] 

The expert system models are discrete and logical in 

nature, and use rules for forecasting. However, 

transforming the knowledge of an expert to a set of 

mathematical rules is often very difficult [1] 

Expert systems are more adaptable to changing 

conditions, but can fail because of inconsistent rules. 

Expert system based (or knowledge based) models depend on 

human expertise, and/or (historical) statistical 

relationships to generate rules. These rules are then 

applied to utilise independent variables (like weather 

conditions) to produce load forecast. An inherent 

difficulty with expert opinions, however, is that they 

may not always be consistent, or the reliability of such 

opinions may be in question [12] 

Use of Artificial Neural Networks in Short Term Load 

Forecasting (STLF) is relatively new[4] . Instead of 

explicit rules or mathematical functions between past 
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load and temperature, neural networks draw a link between 

input and output data. Neural network techniques that 

deviate from relying on statistical models and large 

historical databases have provided another means for load 

forecasting. This technique have been applied in 

providing short term load forecast at large scale power 

systems [1,3,4,5,6,7]. 

Short term load forecasting for a small scale power 

system has also been done[8] . Its aim was to optimise 

the control system operation of a remote hybrid power 

station in Western Australia. 

Weather variables 

Since weather affects the load, most of the load 

forecasting models include weather variables. There is a 

high correlation between temperature and load. 

Training data 

Although similar projects have been done for many 

different situations and purposes, it is still worth 

comparing them as to how the training data was organised. 

Park et al. [5] used 1 set of training data in a 

continuous 3 month period. All of the data was from a 

summer period. Peng et al. [6] on the other hand, used 5 

sets of training data containing 7 days after selecting 

data from a 1 year period. 
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Table 1. Summary of some STLF papers using AN 

Park Lee Chen Peng Philips Vemuri 
Interval (hour) 1 1 1 1 0,5 1 
Training data (set) 1 4 2 5 1 12 
Duration of 1 set 3 months 1 month 2 weeks 7 day 1 month 1-2 months 
Test data (set) 5 4 2 7 1 7 
Duration of 1 set 6 days 1 day 1 week 1 year 1 week 1 day 
Maximum load 3.5 GW 10GW 15 MW 4.5 GW 30 kW 8GW 
Minimum error 2.06% 1 % 1.22% 5% 7.6% 2% 
Duration 3 months 4 months 1 month 2 years 1 month 2 years 
Publication date May-91 Feb.-92 Aug.-92 Feb.-92 Jun.-92 Feb.-93 

Steve Philips et al. [8] used 1 set of 1 month 

continuous half hourly data. Vemuri et al. [4] used 12 

sets of data with each set containing 1 to 2 months! 

hourly data from a 2 year period. 

Table 1 summarises this information. From the 

comparison, it can be seen that no-one used continuous 

data from more than 3 months in one set of training data. 

Peng et al. [6] presented a very comprehensive method 

for pre-processing the data to produce a more accurate 

prediction. 

Test data 

The test data used by the researchers varies from one 

to another. Park's test data excluded the weekend, where 

a specific load pattern did not exist. Peng used 5 

different network structures for each of 5 subsets of 

several days from 1 year for training data, and tested 

using the next year's data. The test data was divided 

into 7 days of the week for all the year. 
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Network architecture 

Vemuri et al. [4] concludes that ANN architecture is 

system dependent, where the model may vary from utility 

to utility. In the aforementioned projects, each 

investigator utilises a different architecture depending 

on its system. 

The larger the size of the network, the longer 

training it takes. 

Table 2. summary of ANN architecture used in some 
STLF papers 

Inputs Hidden Neuron Output(s) 
Day Hour Temp Load Bias Total I II 

Philips 1 1 3 2 - 7 3 - 1 
Peng - - 4 1 - 5 7 - 1 
Park - 1 3 2 - 6 10 - 1 
Vemuri 7 5 7 9 1 29 8 - 1 

7 5 5 4 1 22 5 - 1 
Lee - - - 48 - 48 70 24 24 
Chen 7 5 6 11 1 30 10 - 1 

From table 2, it can be seen that the architecture of 

neural networks for Short Time Load Forecasting is not 

unique. Each utility has its own architecture which 

works best. 

Only one paper used more than one hidden layer i.e. 

paper by K.Y. Lee et al. [3] . The network is to forecast 

the next 24 hour load without weather variables as 

inputs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DJILKMINGGAN POWER STATION 

The community and. its brief history 

The power station is located at the heart of the 

Djilkminggan Aboriginal community. Djilkminggan is 

situated 14' .56" South, Longitude 138' .18" East on an 

excision of Elsey Station East of Mataranka and 3 km 

North of the Roper Highway. 

The Djilkminggan community is a residential area 

consisting of houses and a school. The school will 

eventually affect the site's electricity demand during 

daytime on each working weekday. 

Djilkminggan residential area was developed in line 

with the development of the first Cattle Station in the 

Roper Valley or in Northern Australia. Elsey station was 

established in late 1800 [13] . Due to alleged excessive 

crimes committed by traditional Aborigines, the Station 

manager started to employ them. To accommodate these 

people, the Djilkminggan residential area was developed a 

bit further outside Elsey Station [14] 

A famous book on early settlement in Elsey Station 

was written by A. Gunn[15] . She called this area the 

Never Never, which meant that whoever came to Roper 

Valley will find that he or she will never-never go from 
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there, and who ever left the Never Never Land will never-

never come back again. 

Iigure 4. DIliunix199au aboriginal community 

3.2. Power Station operation 

The power station is maintained by an officer from 

the Power and Water Authority (PAWA) of the Northern 

Territory. He makes frequent visits to the site. The 

power station itself requires no system operator to 

control its operation, all the control is done by an 

automatic control system. 

PAWA began its installation in November 1992 with a 

Diesel / Battery / Photovoltaic Hybrid Power Supply. 

This consisted of 

• 100 kWhrs battery storage. The battery bank is 

arranged in 3 strings of 18, 12 Volt batteries in 

parallel, giving a total of 108 cells per string. 
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Battery Bank Nominal: 2.00 Volts/Cell (216 Volt 

total) - Battery Bank capacity: 200 Amp-hour 

• 2 x 42 kW Diesel Generators, 

• a 42 kW inverter - 3 phase sine wave bi-directional 

Inverter/Charger : 14 kW/Phase. 

• a 5 kW Photovoltaic (solar) panels with capacity of 

70 Amps 

The inverter and battery component was provided by 

Advanced Energy Systems (AES) of Western Australia. 

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the power station. 

Diesel Generator A 80kW. 

Diesel Generato B 65kW. 

:: 

Iner 

Array T1IL 42kW data 
logger. 

15 kW .1 . :.t: 

Figure 5. Block diagram of upgraded fljilkminggan 
Hybrid Power Station 

In 1993 PAWA, through the Department of Mines and 

Energy, received a grant of $143,000 from the Federal 

Department of Primary Industries and Energy. The grant 
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was to upgrade the system by adding 10 kW of solar panels 

and to upgrade the control system. At the same time, 

because of increasing load the 42 kW generators sets were 

replaced with a 65 kW and an 80 kW set. 

Upgraded System Components: 

• 80 kW and 65 kW Diesel Generators with electronic 

governors 

• 15 kW of Photovoltaic panels 

• a 42 kW inverter ( 3 phase sinewave and bi- 

directional for battery charging 

• a 100 kWhrs of battery storage (3 banks of 18) 

• enhanced control system to allow solar energy to 

input direct to the mains power lines instead of via 

the battery bank. 

Figure 6. The power station 

The detailed operation of the power station is given 

below. The diesel operation is determined by the level 
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of battery voltage. If the battery voltage is below a 

certain value (206.8 Volt) , the diesel generators will 

automatically turn on. 

Diesel Start Levels 

70% peak capacity of inverter on any phase (this 

value increased by solar start offset knob if 

solar control is on) 

or 

60% average 3 phase capacity of inverter (this 

value increased by solar start offset knob if 

solar control is on) 

or 

C. 1.91 Volts/Cell of battery bank (206.28 Volts) 

Diesel Stop Levels 

ci. 60% peak capacity of inverter on any phase (this 

value increased by solar start offset knob if 

solar control is on) 

or 

500-. average 3 phase capacity of inverter (this 

value increased by solar start offset knob if 

solar control is on) 

or 

2.10 Volts/Cell of battery bank (226.8 Volts) 

(if battery below this diesel will continue to 

run) 
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Solar Set Points 

 Solar Float ON (Solar Power to grid) if above 

2.20 Volts/Cell of battery bank (237.6 Volts) 

 Solar Float OFF (Solar Power to battery) if 

below : 2.10 Volts/Cell of battery bank (226.8 

Volts) 

 Solar Current Mm : 00-. (Solar must be above 00-. 

for a minimum of 2 minutes to turn solar float 

on) 

 Solar Start Offset: 10% (increases diesel start 

and stop inverter load percentages if solar float 

on) 

3.3. Data acquisition 

Data acquisition is an important component of the 

Djilkminggan project. This has been improved since the 

original installation but is yet to be made fully 

operational. AES have installed a keypad and liquid 

crystal display user interface and an RS232 computer 

interface with limited onboard data and fault logging. 

The effectiveness of this is its storage capacity of 

faults to 8 numbers, and data log points to 12 numbers. 

PAWA have also installed data and fault logging units 

in late 1993. 

With the data acquisition via modem in place, the 

PAWA technical officer in charge can retrieve the data 
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from his office in Katherine. Data is an average over 

half hour intervals. The instantaneous data can be 

observed using a laptop computer connected to the RS232 

interface on the site. The data retrieved via a modem is 

in the form of Microsoft Works spread sheet files. 

Basically the data is divided or grouped into 2 

groups of files, 

DC (previously named Jilk) 

The data taken from the DC side of the power station 

is grouped in this single file. The data in this file 

includes: 

1. Average DC current 

 Average Solar A current 

 Average Solar B current 

 Average Solar A Voltage 

S. Average Solar B Voltage 

 Average Panel Temperature 

 Average Battery voltage 

 Average Ambient Temperature 

 Total kwh site demand 

 Total fuel demand 

 Power factor 

From this group of files the Ambient Temperature can 

be extracted. 
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AC (previously named Power) 

The data taken from the grid is grouped into these 

files. The data in the files does not necessarily have 

the same period of those in the DC files. Data included 

in these files are: 

 Average diesel red voltage 

 Average diesel white voltage 

 Average diesel blue voltage 

 Average diesel red current 

 Average diesel white current 

 Average diesel blue current 

 Average site red voltage 

 Average site white voltage 

 Average site blue voltage 

 Average site red current 

 Average site white current 

 Average site blue current 

 Diesel Frequency 

 Angle 

From this group of files the site electricity demand 

in kW can be calculated. 

3.4. Nature data collected 

The data collected was from the periods between 

15/12/92 and 3/03/94. 
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The data obtained from the power station data 

acquisition process is divided into two groups of files, 

as described earlier, where they do not necessarily have 

the same concurrent period. This has obviously resulted 

in less complete data since some DC data does not have 

its AC data companion for the same period. 

It is also sparsely distributed throughout the year 

and haphazardly collected in some periods. In the early 

part and the end of 1993, it would seem that relatively 

more data was collected. But in the period between April 

1993 to July 1993, very little data was collected. This 

might be caused by no one from PAWA coming and collecting 

the data as mentioned by one of PAWA technical officers 

in an informal interview. 

The data showed several system changes which include 

increases in capacity and merging of the previously 

separate solar panels. This eventually resulted in 

inconsistent data. The electricity demand in early 1993 

was obviously less than that in January 1994. The 

capacity of the power station also increased to cater for 

the growth of the communitys electricity demand. 

The data collected varied in intervals. Most of the 

data had half hourly intervals. In some cases, data had 

intervals of 6 or 10 minutes. This was due to data being 

collected in an experimental procedure. Some data was 

taken to examine closely if there were any errors in the 

operation. 
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Since most of the data had been stored on floppy 

discs for more than 1 year, it was prone to some errors 

due to difficulty in reading from the discs. Data taken 

from the end of July to the beginning of August 1993, for 

example, had been contaminated and could not be read from 

the disc. That resulted in reduction of available data. 



CHAPTER 4 

A COMPARISON OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK SOFTWARE 

There are many non-commercial and commercial software 

packages available. The non-commercial software includes 

software developed by universities such as : UCLA-SFINX, 

GENESIS (Caltech), SNNS "Stuttgart Neural Network 

Simulator" (Stuttgart University) etc. SNNS is available 

for public domain by anonymous File Transfer Protocol 

(FTP) through Internet. [16] 

The commercial software available on the market 

includes BrainMaker, NeuraiWorks, MATLAB Neural Network 

Toolbox, Propagator, NeuroForecastor, Neuroshell, etc. 

Table 3. Summary of some commercial software 
available on the market [2] 

Company Software Algorithm(s) Price 

Al Ware N-Net (DOS) Functional Link $2k-$3k 
Net 

California BrainMaker 3p $195-$795 
Scientific (DOS,Windows) 
Software 
Intel Neural iNNTS; iBrainMaker; BP, Madaline 
Network Group (DOS) III 
Neural System Genesis(BP) EP $995 
Vancouver 
NeuraiWare Neural/Works (DOS) ART, BP, LVQ2, $1895-$8k 

PNN, CC, SOM 
etc. 

Neurix DynaMind4.0(DOS) BP,Madaline III $295-$1295 
NeuroflynamX 
Ward System Neuroshell(DOS), BP,SOM,PNN $195-$495 
Group NeuroWindows (Windows) 
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Table 3 shows the summary of some commercial neural 

network software. Three companies are well established 

in this area, they are: California Scientific Software, 

Neural Ware, and Ward System Group. 

NeuraiWorks software, a product of Neural Ware Co., 

supports over 30 different nets: back propagation, art-i, 

kohonen, modular neural network, General regression, 

Fuzzy art-map, probabilistic nets, self-organising map, 

LVQ, boltzmann, etc. It is extendable with optional 

package. It also includes ExplainNet, Flashcode 

(compiles net in .c code for runtime) . User-defined 

input-output in C is possible. ExplainNet (to eliminate 

extra inputs) , pruning, savebest, graph instruments like 

correlation, Hinton diagrams, PJVIS error graphs, etc. are 

also included. 

NeuroWindows from Ward System Group is a programmer's 

tool in a Dynamic Link Library(DLL) that can create as 

many as 128 interactive nets in an application, each with 

32 slabs in a single network, and 32K neurons in a slab. 

NeuroWindows includes back propagation, Kohonen and PNN 

paradigms. The DLL may be called from Visual Basic, 

Visual C, Access Basic, C, Pascal, and VBA/Excel 5. 

BrainMakér by California Scientific Software is the 

most widely used Neural Networks software, which is 

discussed in detail in the appendix. 



CHAPTER 5 

DATA PRE-PROCESSING 

5.1. Pre-processing steps 

Many schemes have been suggested in the literature 

[6,17,18,19,20]. Ted Crooks suggested that a Neural 

Network works best when distractions are least and 

relationships simple [171 . Therefore one needs to remove 

some data which is likely to confuse a Neural Network. 

But removing 1 week's data which includes Thanksgiving, 

for example, will eventually lead to change of definition 

such as "Prediction of .... excluding Thanksgiving" [17] 

In this project the following steps have been taken 

to pre-process data in order to obtain relatively clean 

data: 

Collecting data from different period files 

The data was spread over a period of 448 days. The 

DC files have 280 total days and AC files have a total of 

237 days. Some of these files can not be retrieved due 

to difficulty in reading the discs. 

Merging the DC and AC data in one file 

Because of the inconsistent and non concurrent data 

in the two files, the complete data consisting of all DC 

and AC data for the same period was much less than the 
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available data. After merging them, it turned out the 

number total days is 144 (or 32 percent of total period 

above) 

Processing the data to yield uniform half 

hourly data 

This step was to make the data have the same 

intervals throughout, rather than having them varied. 

Some of the files had intervals of 6 minutes and some 

others had 10 minute intervals. 

calculating power 

Load consumption was calculated using the following 

equation: 

p = < ('blue + 'white  + 'red) < ( T"blue  + Vwhile  + Vred) 
< 0.8 (9) 

where P is the power 

'blue is the average blue current 

'white is the average white current 

I is the average red current 

Vhlue  is the average blue voltage 

VWh,C  is the average white voltage 

V d  is the average red voltage 

Processing the data to yield uniform hourly 

data 
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This was to reduce the number of data to 

approximately half of its actual size. Both half hourly 

and hourly data sets were used in training. 

Adding day code 

The day code for day of the week was added in this 

step, using the following equation: 

D=D,01 _int(QL)x7 (10) 

where: 

mt (x) is integer of (x) 

D is the day code of designated date, 

D,0, is total number of days between 1/1/1900 to 

the designated date. 

Removing any unnecessary data and erroneous 

data by inspection 

All data containing errors was excluded. Errors were 

due to various problems such as: no electricity demand 

due to trips in the power system, errors in reading the 

files, etc. 

s. selecting test data 

Test data was selected based on the most recent data 

available. It consisted of complete one week data to 

enable one to see the effect of a forecast on each day of 

the week. Test data was not used in training. 
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9. Grouping data and plotting data on daily basis 

Rather than tossing all the training data into the 

neural network and hoping that it would learn, potential 
training data was plotted on a daily basis as shown in 

figure 7 and 8 and carefully selected. 
33 
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Analysing data pictorially 

Any uncommon behaviour of the site electricity demand 
or temperature was observed and excluded. 

Analysing data numerically 

In this step, training data was analysed to measure 

its distance from the test data. 

This step was somewhat following Pengs [6] method 

using a distance vector approach, but only for two type 

of data, load and temperature. 

The algorithm is based on the equation 

d=-- 
N 

 N2 E(i)  

where: 

N is the total number of data 

L(i) is the load of potential training data at time i 
L(i) is the load of test data at time i 

T(i) is the temperature of potential training data at 

time i 

T(i) is the temperature of test data at time i 

The data was ranked according to its shortest 

distance to the test data, as shown in table 4. This 

method was used as a basis of selecting training data. 

Training data for Monday, for example, was selected from 
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any other available Mondays' data. The selection was 

based on the values of the daily average distance to the 

test data. 

Table 4. Potential training data based on distance 
measure to test data for Mondays 

date average distance 
(d) 

rank note 
based ond 

21/02/94 0 Test day 
28/02/94 0.094239469 1 
6/09/93 0.123226953 2 

31/01/94 0.131715476 3 
24/01/94 0.146115826 4 
13/12/93 0.153140514 5 
22/02/93 0.158188647 6 
1/03/93 0.159166394 7 

22/03/93 0.166951428 8 
8/11/93 0.17447804 9 

19/04/93 0.189532869 10 
1/02/93 0.19202084 11 

20/12/93 0.206582987 12 
7/02/94 0.212694831 13 

30/08/93 0.21573287 14 
18/01/93 0.240397645 15 
9/08/93 0.291050627 16 

27/12/93 0.537265206 17 
3/01/94 0.538734975 18 

12. selecting data 

Finally based on the analysis above, the data was 

selected for training. 

The pre-processing steps above may be redone again 

depending on the result of the training process. All of 
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the calculations in these steps were done using Excel 

spreadsheet software. 

5.2. Normalisation 

The selected training data was normalised to make it 

lie between zero and one, using the following equation: 

x - 
XXmin 

(12) 
Xm  - Xmin  

where x 0  is the normalised value, 

Xm  and Xmin  are the maximum and minimum values, 

and x is the actual measured value. 

The normalisation process was done automatically by 

the BrainMaker software. The user is given an option to 

modify the maximum and minimum values. A different 

normalisation procedure was shown to affect the load 

forecast accuracy [7] 



CHAPTER 6 

THE ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

6.1. HOURLY DATA EI 

In this section the hourly data set has been used for 

producing a load forecast. Since the architecture of 

artificial neural networks in short term load forecasting 

is system dependent [41 , a suitable neural network 

architecture for this hybrid power station needed to be 

found. The aim was to find the architecture that gave 

minimum error. 

Several methods were used in analysing the network 

performance. They are average error, Root Mean Square 

(RMS) error, percent error and Standard Deviation. 

Average error was calculated using the equation: 

AveError = !y() —(i) (13) 

where N is the total number of data 

y(i) is the actual output for data set i 

(i) is the forecast output for data set i 

Root Mean Square (RIvIS) was calculated using the 

following equation: 

RMSError = -- (14) 
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Average and RNS error is produced by ErainMaker in 

the form of a statistical file for which it used 10 of 

training data selected randomly. 

Percent Error s and standard deviation (STD) cy were 

calculated using the following equations: 

N, y(i) 
(15) 

(16) 

Percent error and standard deviation were calculated 

for test data using the Excel spreadsheet. 

6.1.1. Finding the types of input 

The first step in the performance of testing various 

neural networks was to find what kind of inputs the 

network should have. This was done by testing various 

networks with different sets of input. Each network had 

only one hidden layer with the same number of hidden 

neurons as those of inputs. 

In the following experiments, the aim was to find 

how much past load and temperature data should be 

included as inputs. A one hour past data network means 

the past one hour's load and temperature as well as 

current load and temperature are fed to the network along 

with other inputs such as day of the week (7 input 

neurons) , hour of the day (24 input neurons) . If past 
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two hour data are included, then the past two hours' load 

and temperature as well as past one hour's and current 

load and temperature are included. Inclusion of more 

past data meant inclusion of more input neurons in the 

network. 

Figure 9 shows the network with two hour data 

included. Although this type of network appeared to be 

inferior according to Peng [6] / but it is the only type 

of network supported by BrainMaker software. BrainMaker 

software does not support linear terms. 

Table 5 shows the summaries of the results of varying 

the inputs using an arbitrary number of training data 

selected in step 11 of preparation. This table reveals 

that there was no overall improvement in the performance 

of the neural networks by inclusion of more than 4 hours' 

past data as inputs. Minimum percent error was for 

inclusion of up to 4 hours' past data. Minimum average 

error was for inclusion of up to 3 hours' past data. 



bias 

monday 

tuesday 

sunday 

time 1 

time2 

t1me22 

t1me23 

t1me24 

current load 

past 1 hr load 

past 2 hr load 

current temp 

past 1 hr temp 

past 2 hr temp 

next hour load 

Figure 9 Network with inclusion of two hour past data 
as input 

(result shown in table 5, row 2) 

In these exercises, the training parameter was 

modified to give all the networks uniform training of 

1000 runs. 

Another set of experiments was done to examine 

whether the inclusion of the difference between current 

data and past data improves the performance of a neural 
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network. Results of the experiment are presented in 

table 6. 

Table 6 shows that there is no improvement at all by 

increasing the number of inputs which include the 

differences between current data and past data. The 

smallest percent error was shown for the inclusion of one 

set of past one hour data with its differences. 



Table 5. Test results of several networks with different sets of inputs where the 
networks were trained to 1000 runs 

Training parameters: 
Training tolerance : 0.01 
Stop training if Runs = 1000 

Run hh:mm:ss AvgError RMSError Percent Error STD Inputs 
expi 1000 32:27:31 0.122 0.147 29.36 % 17.04 kW past one hour temperature and load 
exp2 1000 31:46:00 0.073 0.096 23.90 % 14.94 kW up to past two hour temperature and load 
exp3 1000 30:51:08 0.070 0.097 16.86 % 9.52 kW up to past three hour temperature and load 
exp4 1000 29:49:40 0.118 0.185 15.09 % 7.56 kW up to past four hour temperature and load 
exp5 1000 28:39:40 0.102 0.125 17.52 % 8.16 kW up to past five hour temperature and load 
exp6 1000 37:45:46 0.084 0.147 20.09 % 13.19 kW up to past six hour temperature and load 

Table 6. Test results of several networks with different sets of inputs which include 
the differences and were trained to 1000 runs 

Training parameters: 
Training tolerance : 0.01 
Stop training if Runs = 1000 

Run hh:mm:ss AvgError RMSError Percent Error STD inputs 
expid 1000 32:24:26 0.071 0.097 14.64 % 5.81 kW past one hour data with its difference 
exp2d 1000 31:49:20 0.089 0.123 17.85 % 8.73 kW up to past two hour data with their differences 
exp3d 1000 39:18:10 0.090 0.143 17.78 % 9.87 kW up to past three hour data with their difference 
exp4d 1000 38:56:05 0.104 0.153 18.37 % 10.94 kW up to past four hour data with their differences 
exp5d 1000 38:27:32 0.110 0.171 18.76% 10.19 kW up to past five hour data with their differences 
exp6d 1000 40:19:34 0.114 0.168 27.50 % 19.93 kW up to past six hour data with their differences 
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Another set of experiments utilising different 

training parameters was done. In this exercise, the 

training process was stopped when all training data 

produce an output with error below lO% Table 7 and 8 

shows this. 

From table 7, it is seen that there was no 

improvement in percent error for inclusion of more than 4 

hours of past data. 

From table 8, it can be seen that in most cases 

networks without the inclusion of differences as inputs 

were superior to networks with inclusion of differences. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that it is best not to 

include the differences as inputs. Based on overall 

performance shown in table 5 and 7, the inclusion of up 

to 3 hours' past data was chosen as suitable inputs. 
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Table 7. Test results of several networks with different inputs, trained with a 
training tolerance of 10 

Training parameters: 
Training tolerance : 0.1 
Stop training if all training facts are good 

Run hh:mm:ss AvgError RMSError Percent error STD Inputs 
expi 964 2:00:00 0.104 0.150 17.08 % 2.94 kW past one hour temperature and load 
exp2 1685 9:33:00 0.079 0.113 15.78 % 2.84 kW up to past two hour temperature and load 
exp3 1719 9:19:04 0.084 0.112 19.00 % 3.25 kW up to past three hour temperature and load 
exp4 554 4:32:00 0.100 0.162 15.24 % 3.02 kW up to past four hour temperature and load 
exp5 819 5:45:00 0.082 0.107 18.19 % 3.10 kW up to past five hour temperature and load 
exp6 1377 8:34:00 0.143 0.198 23.16 % 3.98 kW up to past six hour temperature and load 

Table 8. Test results of several networks with different inputs which include the 
differences, trained with a training tolerance of 10 

Training parameters: 
Training tolerance 
Stop training if : 

: 0.1 
all training facts are good 

Run hh:mm:ss AvgError RMSError Percent error STD inputs 
expid 2781 12:00:00 0.084 0.120 18.74 % 3.15 kW past one hour data with its difference 
exp2d 654 4:41:00 0.116 0.177 17.57% 2.92 kW up to past two hour data with their differences 
exp3d 848 7:59:44 0.087 0.146 18.71 % 3.22 kW up to past three hour data with their difference 
exp4d 1167 8:28:19 0.108 0.164 18.58 % 3.37 kW up to past four hour data with their differences 
exp5d 451 5:20:00 0.113 0.173 18.36 % 3.17 kW up to past five hour data with their differences 
exp6d 507 6:34:00 0.086 0.131 18.17 % 3.05 kW up to past six hour data with their differences 
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6.1.2. Finding suitable training data 

After suitable inputs to the network were decided, 

suitable training data for the network needed to be 

found. The method is described by Peng et al. [6] 

Similar to step 11 of data preparation, potential 

training data was grouped on a daily basis. Potential 

training data from the same day of the week was grouped 

together. Let M be the total number of days of potential 

training data available in one group. Each of the cases 

in the group was examined to measure the average 

'distance' of each input of the potential training data 

to the input of the test data. The calculation was done 

using the following equation: 

D - I ± ! LO M  (1) LO(i)  + M(j) - L1(i) + IM N 1=1  8 LO(i) L1(i) 

L20) - L2(i) 
+ L3 M (i) - L3(i) + TO M (i) - TO(i) + 

L2(i) L3(i) TO(i) 

T1M (0-T1(i) T2 M (i)-T2(i) + T3 M (i) -T3(I) ) (17) 

T10) T2(i) T3(i) 

where: 

DIM  is the average distance for case M in 

hourly data set 

N is the total number of data 

LOM (i) is the current load of training data of 

case M at time i 

LO(i) is the current load of test data at time i 
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L1 1(i) is the past one hour's load of training 

data of case I f at time i 

L1(i) is the past one hour's load of test data at 

time i 

L2(i) is the past two hours' load of training 

data of case Al at time i 

L2(i) is the past two hours' load of test data 

at time / 

L3 M(i) is the past three hours' load of training 
data of case M at time / 

L3(i) is the past three hours' load of test data 

at time i 

TOM(i) is the current temperature of training 

data of case M at time i 

TO(i) is the current temperature of test data at 

time I 

TlM(i) is the past one hour's temperature of 

training data of case M at time i 

T1(i) is the past one hour's temperature of test 

data at time I 

T2 M(i) is the past two hours' temperature of 

training data of case M at time / 

T2(i) is the past two hours' temperature of test 

data at time / 

T3M (i) is the past three hours' temperature of 

training data of case M at time i 
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T3(i) is the past three hours  temperature of 

test data at time i 

This method is based on an assumption that if the 

inputs of training data and test data are close then it 

is expected that the output of network trained with the 

selected training data will also be close to the output 

of test data. Table 9 shows the average relative 

distance of potential data to the test data (the first 

row) 

Although the method used in this experiment was not 

exactly the same as Peng, it still yielded a measure of 

closeness of inputs. Different method was chosen due to 

different type of network and data were used. Peng's 

criteria were based on network with linear terms and only 

had 5 nodes at input layer. Peng's data consisted of 

daily data (not hourly or half hourly data). In this 

experiment, the network did not include any linear term 

because the software used did not support this. The data 

used in this experiment was hourly basis. 

In the calculation, the relative distance (to test 

data) of each input (up to 3 past hours) over a day is 

averaged into a single number. Based on the value of 

DiM , the potential training data are ranked to show their 

closeness. 
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Table 9. Closeness of test day to potential training 
day for Saturdays 

date average distance 
(DIM ) 

rank 

29/01/94 0 
19/02/94 0.101695618 1 
26/02/94 0.101823621 2 
12/02/94 0.149628828 3 

5/02/94 0.155202034 4 
18/12/93 0.161340454 5 
11/12/93 0.179132326 6 

6/11/93 0.183260683 7 
28/08/93 0.197008976 8 
16/01/93 0.224547861 9 

4/09/93 0.224592966 10 
13/03/93 0.244939277 11 
20/02/93 0.251933309 12 
30/01/93 0.253109422 13 
20/03/93 0.253344574 14 
27/02/93 0.253567669 15 
17/04/93 0.337186347 16 
7/08/93 0.410904399 17 

25/12/93 0.546319153 18 
1/01/94 0.565094682 19 

It was shown that the potential training data 

collected in the same month or adjacent months has the 

minimum distance to the test data. Thus, it can be said 

that today's, yesterday's and up to the last couple 

weeks' records should be used for producing tomorrow's 

prediction. The question is how many weeks' records 

should be used? 



The method above also automatically excluded days 

with errors such as trips in the power station or 

uncommon load behavior such as school holidays. 

6.1.3. The guest for suitable training data 

After the data was ranked, there was the question of 

how much data should be included, and what kind of data 

would give the least possible error. 

Let K be the number of cases to be included in 

training. The following table shows the experiment on 

inclusion of the first K cases with minimum distance as 

training data. Values of K from 5 to 9 were tested. 

Table 10. Test results of several networks with 
different sizes of training data 

Training parameters: 
Training tolerance : 0.1 
Stop training if Runs = 1000 

Training 
time 

Percent 
error 

Deviation Training data 

exp3A 26:46:07 12.58 % 6.05 kW The first 5 closest to test data 
exp3B 30:55:23 14.31 % 8.83 kW The first 6 closest to test data 
exp3C 33:36:03 11.64 % 6.60 kW The first 7 closest to test data 
exp3D 36:05:57 12.39 % 6.99 kW The first 8 closest to test data 
exp3E 37:52:34 14.95 % 8.11 kW The first 9 closest to test data 
exp3 30:51:08 16.86 % - The initial training data set 

Table 10 shows that the inclusion of the first 7 

minimum distance data when used as training data yielded 

the least percent error. The table also shows that the 

larger the amount of training data, the longer the 

training time. 
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The next step was to find suitable architecture, i.e. 

how many hidden neurons should be used. 

6.1.4. Effect of varyina the number of hidden neurons 

BrainMaker is equipped with a facility whereby an 

automatic variation of hidden neurons can be implemented 

on the networks. In this way, various different network 

sizes can be examined. 

Table 11 is part of a statistical file produced by 

BrainNaker. Although the table shows different measures 

of performance (there is no percent error shown) , it 

still gives an indication of how many neurons should be 

utilised for the hidden layer. By definition performance 

evaluation of a neural network is determined by its 

capacity and generalisation ability or robustness to 

noise. Generalisation is the property of trained neural 

networks to classify an input correctly even if it is not 

a member of the training set. The capacity of a neural 

network is determined by the amount of information that 

can be reliably stored in the network [21] . BrainMaker 

randomly selected 100i of data fed to it as test data and 

did not use it in training. The RNS error in table 11 is 

calculated using this 10% data and is acceptable as a 

guide. The percent error is used to compare the 

networks' performance with other similar projects in 

Short Term Load Forecasting. 
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Table 11. Test results of several networks with 
different numbers of hidden neurons 

Training Optimisation parameters: 
Increase number of neurons from 39 to 47 incremented by 1 
Training tolerance : 0.1 
Stop training if Runs = 1000 (Maximum) 

Increase number of neurons from 48 to 73 incremented by 5 
Training tolerance : 0.1 
Stop training if Runs = 1000 (Maximum) 

Iteration Hidden 1 Run AvgError RMSError training time 
1 34 1000 0.0809 0.1087 10:01:12 
2 35 1000 0.0747 0.0967 14:09:56 
3 36 1000 0.0807 0.0985 17:47:04 
4 37 1000 0.0622 0.0821 14:01:19 
5 38 1000 0.0606 0.08 8:53:51 
6 39 1000 0.0726 0.0967 6:53:04 
7 40 1000 0.0697 0.0911 9:36:09 
8 41 1000 0.0717 0.0939 9:46:57 
9 42 1000 0.0715 0.0967 9:16:36 
10 43 1000 0.0725 0.0977 7:40:55 
11 44 1000 0.0657 0.0877 10:11:52 
12 45 1000 0.0678 0.0884 8:59:36 
13 46 1000 0.0932 0.118 14:21:19 
14 47 1000 0.0623 0.0836 9:36:31 
15 48 1000 0.0614 0.0791 4:51:56 
16 49 1000 0.0619 0.0844 4:46:18 
17 50 1000 0.0757 0.0954 4:38:28 
18 51 1000 0.0657 0.0809 4:45:43 
19 52 572 0.078 0.1067 2:54:12 
20 53 1000 0.0793 0.1012 4:52:32 
21 58 1000 0.0953 0.1194 5:06:36 
22 63 1000 0.0758 0.0995 5:26:20 
23 68 1000 0.0756 0.1011 5:35:40 
24 73 1000 0.0672 0.0973 5:39:33 

From table 11, it seemed that the 48 hidden neurons 

gave a slightly better performance. Based on the values 

of RMS errors, there was no improvement shown by 
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increasing the number of hidden neurons above 48 and also 

by decreasing it below 48. 

The process of finding the structure of the network 

is laborious and time consuming as already advised by 

several authors [4,6] 

The artificial neural network chosen for hourly 

network is shown in figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Artificial neural network chosen for hourly 
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The forecasted load using this network is shown in 

figure 11. The figure demonstrates that the method used 

can provides an hour ahead load prediction with 

relatively high accuracy. On Monday afternoon however, 

it failed to follow the actual load pattern probably was 

due to uncommon load behavior on that day. 
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Figure 11. Forecasted load shown in figure 10 
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6 . 2. HALF HOURLY DATA SET 

In this section a half hourly data set has been 

considered for producing a short term load forecast. 

Rather than using many measurements, in this section, all 

assessment is based on the value of percent error and the 

training process was stopped when all training data 

produced an output with error below lO. 

6.2.1. Finding the tes of input 

Similar to the first step in hourly data set, the 

first thing to know is what kind of input will eventually 

help the network in producing a good forecast. The aim 

in this exercise was to find how much historical data 

should be included as inputs. Besides the historical 

load and temperature, networks were fed with binary 

encoded time (6 input neurons) and day of the week (7 

input neurons) data. All networks had only one hidden 

layer with the same number of neurons in the hidden and 

input layers. 

Table 12 and 13 shows a summary of several networks 

with different inputs. 
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Table 12. Percent error and STD of networks with 
varying amounts of historical temperature and load data 

as inputs 

Run training Percent error Input Neurons 
time minimum maximum average STD Temperature Load 

17051 87:00:09 0.11 % 82.55 % 9.08 % 3.18 kW 2 2 
4157 37:53:03 0.05 % 59.70 % 8.56 % 2.57 kW 3 3 
3645 33:54:24 0.06 % 46.06 % 9.02 % 2.79 kW 4 4 
4267 38:35:1 1 0.07 % 53.29 % 8.79 % 3.04 kW 5 5 
2829 40:27:54 0.08 % 55.05 % 9.21 % 3.33 kW 6 6 

Table 13. Percent error and STD of networks with 
varying amounts of historical temperature and load data 

as inputs with some different combinations 

Run Training 
time 

Percent error 
minimum maximum average STD 

Input Neurons 
Temperature Load 

2512 28:09:37 0.02 % 44.69 % 9.06 % 2.98 kW 2 3 
3276 33:27:06 0.09 % 45.05 % 9.40 % 3.18 kW 2 4 
5384 42:57:12 0.01 % 51.81 % 8.58 % 2.78 kW 3 2 
1008 13:19:48 0.04 % 54.13 % 8.36 % 2.66 kW 3 4 
5335 16:42:15 0.11 % 64.22 % 15.48 % 7.20 kW 3 5 
7846 50:00:17 0.02 % 51.48 % 9.08 % 3.20 kW 4 2 
27694 133:25:07 0.01 % 42.48 % 8.53 % 2.85 kW 4 3 

From table 13 it is seen that networks using 3 

historical temperature data and 4 historical load data as 

inputs gave the least minimum error at relatively small 

numbers of runs. 

Once the types of inputs were decided, the next step 

was to find the suitable training data. The method to 
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re-select the training data is similar to the method used 

for the hourly data set, except that the measurement was 

done on different sets of inputs. The average distance 

measurement was done using the following equation: 

N I LO 1(i) - LO(i) L1(i) - Li(i) 
- 

i= 9 LO(i) L1(i) 

L2 M (i) - 1,2(i) 
+ 

L3,(i)-L3(i) + L4 M (i)-L4(i) 
1+ 

L2(i) L3(i) L4(i) 

TO M  (i) - TO(i) + TiM  - Ti(J) + M (z)- T2(i) 
+ 

TO(i) T1(i) T2(i) 

T3(i) - T3(i) 
) (18) 

T3(i) 

where: 

D2M  is the average distance for case M in half 

hourly data set 

N is the total number of data 

LOM(i) is the current load of training data of 

case M at time i 

LO(i) is the current load of test data at time i 

LlM(i) is the past half hour's load of training 

data of case M at time i 

L1(i) is the past half hour's load of test data 

at time i 

L2M(i) is the past one hour's load of training 

data of case M at time i 
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L2(i) is the past one hour's load of test data 

at time i 

L3,1(i) is the past one half hours' load of 

training data of case M at time i 

L3(i) is the past one half hours' load of test 

data at time i 

L4(i) is the past two hours' load of training 

data of case M at time I 

L4(i) is the past two hours' load of test data 

at time I 

TOM(i) is the current temperature of training 

data of case M at time I 

TO(i) is the current temperature of test data at 

time 1 

TlM(i) is the past one hour's temperature of 

training data of case M at time I 

T1(i) is the past one hour's temperature of test 

data at time I 

T2 M(i) is the past two hours' temperature of 

training data of case M at time I 

T2(i) is the past two hours' temperature of test 

data at time I 

T3M(i) is the past three hours' temperature of 

training data of case M at time i 

T3(i) is the past three hours' temperature of 

test data at time I 
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The available training data then ranked according to 

the average distance to the test data. It is shown in 

table 14. 

Table 14. Closeness of training data to test data for 
Mondays 

date average distance 
(D,M ) 

rank Note 

26/02/94 test data 
19/02/94 0.061321399 1 
18/12/93 0.093760912 2 
29/01/94 0.105821598 3 
11/12/93 0.110338583 4 
16/01/93 0.140744901 5 
12/02/94 0.141402527 6 
27/02/93 0.155171061 7 
28/08/93 0.158377242 8 
4/09/93 0.169320793 9 
5/02/94 0.178802256 10 

20/02/93 0.180037566 11 
30/01/93 0.201498121 12 
20/03/93 0.251522849 13 
17/04/93 0.26929952 14 
13/03/93 0.481328319 15 
25/1 2/93 0.48367693 16 
1/01/94 0.497904161 17 
7/08/93 1.285268655 18 
6/11/93 1.375719074 19 

27/11/93 16.29240382 20 
20/11/93 16.92807982 21 
13/11/93 18.94711759 22 

The training data collected in adjacent month or the 

same month as the test data was shown to have the minimum 

distance to the test data. Again, it can be said that to 

produce a forecast, the most recent data should be used. 
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6.2.3. The guest for suitable training data 

After selecting the training data, several training 

data sets with different sizes were examined. This was 

done to enable to find the training set which gave a 

better forecast and fastest training time. 

Several sizes of training data were selected from the 

first four minimum distance cases to the first seven 

minimum distance cases. Table 15 shows a summary of the 

test results. 

Table 15. Percent error and STD of several networks 
with different sizes of training data 

Run minimum maximum average STD Training data 
3947 6.79 % 9.26 % 8.34 % 1.65 kW the first 4 minimum cases 

23955 8.66 % 12.65 % 10.13 % 3.65 kW the first 5 minimum cases 
21337 10.78 % 14.45 % 12.27 % 4.55 kW the first 6 minimum cases 
18933 11.75 % 15.84 % 13.23 % 5.49 kW the first 7 minimum cases 

1008 0.04 % 54.13 % 8.36 % 2.66 kW initial training data 

Table 15 shows the network with different training 

data sets. It includes the least average percent error 

situation (top row) , which uses the first four minimum 

distance cases as training data. 

Although the error in this network is small, the 

nuraber of runs taken was large compared to the network 

using the initial training data (bottom row). Thus, it 

was decided to use the initial training data instead. 



The next step is to find the number of hidden neurons 

in the hidden layer. 

Using the initial training data, several networks 

with different numbers of hidden neurons were formed and 

examined. Table 16 shows the summary of the test 

results. 

Table 16. Percent error and STD of several networks 
with different numbers of hidden neurons 

hiddeni Run hh:mm:ss minimum maximum average STD 
15 2903 18:04:44 0.07 % 59.28 % 9.16 % 3.05 kW 
18 3784 14:22:16 0.11% 55.43% 10.21% 3.30kW 
19 2378 8:38:57 0.07 % 57.10 % 9.46 % 3.00 kW 
20 5170 22:18:28 0.07 % 58.21 % 8.58 % 2.79 kW 
21 3999 20:14:27 0.03 % 79.22 % 10.73 % 4.20 kW 
22 1008 5:56:26 0.04 % 54.13 % 8.36 % 2.66 kW 
23 3702 26:04:39 0.04 % 58.24 % 9.30 % 3.19 kW 
24 1862 15:05:00 0.02% 50.70% 9.16% 3.25kW 
25 2196 14:28:52 0.15 % 65.15 % 9.32 % 3.14 kW 
26 1722 8:57:28 0.02 % 56.98 % 9.87 % 3.39 kW 
30 2364 9:49:28 0.04 % 59.97 % 9.04 % 3.16 kW 

Table 16 shows the networks with different numbers of 

hidden neurons. It includes the network with 22 hidden 

neurons and gives the least percent error. A network 

which has the same number of neurons in its hidden and 

input layers gives the least percent error. This was the 

case for both half hourly and hourly data sets. 
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The artificial neural network chosen is shown in 

figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Artificial neural network chosen for half 
hourly network. 

The forecasted load using this network is shown in 

figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Forecasted load of network shown in figure 12 
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In this section, exercises were done to see if there 

is a possibility to improve the performance of networks 

chosen in section 6.1 and 6.2. 

In this exercise, networks with different intervals 

(half hourly and hourly) and different time input 

encoding methods (binary and non-binary) were examined. 

The inputs included in these networks were 3 historical 

load and temperature data. The non-binary encoded time 

networks consisted of 24 input nodes in which one input 

node was given to each hour of the hourly data set. 

similarly, 48 input nodes were used for the half hourly 

data set. The binary encoded time networks consist of 

only 4 input nodes for hourly data set, and 6 input nodes 

for half hourly data set. 

Table 17. Percent error and STD of several networks 
with different time encoding and intervals 

intervals time inputs minimum maximum average STD 
one hour non binary 0.17 % 67.63 % 13.42 % 6.34 kW 
one hour binary encoded 0.12 % 86.34 % 15.51 % 7.51 kW 
half hour non binary 0.03 % 41 .00 % 8.64 % 2.76 kW 
half hour binary encoded 0.05 % 59.70 % 8.56 % 2.57 kW 

From table 17, it is observed that for the same 

architecture, a half hour network gives an average error 

of 8.641 in comparison to an average of 13.4296 for the 

hourly data. Since the size of the power station is 
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small, the introduction of any electric appliance to the 

load will be very much evident. This will result in high 

frequency perturbations during the day. Thus a shorter 

term of forecast would allow a better track of the load 

variations. As expected, networks using smaller time 

intervals (half hour) showed superior performance. This 

is evident in table 17. 

Using hourly data, non-binary encoding time produced 

a smaller average percentage error, in contrast to hourly 

data where binary encoded time gave a smaller average 

percentage error. In a half hourly data network, the 

number of input nodes of non-binary encoded time is too 

large for the network to interpret. In an hourly data 

network, the non-binary encoded time inputs seemed to be 

more meaningful than binary encoded time inputs. 

In this exercise, networks with different day 

groupings were examined. In the first network, the days 

of the week were grouped into seven groups, i.e. one 

input node for each day of the week. The network was to 

forecast the next half hour load with binary encoded time 

as shown in figure 12. 

In the second network, the data was divided into five 

groups. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday were grouped 

together. Other days have their own input nodes. This 
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grouping is based on similarity of load variations during 

the middle of the weekdays. 

The last network has only three groups. This was 

done to examine the effect of separating weekends and 

weekdays with more emphasis on the weekend. Weekdays 

were grouped into one input node and Saturday and Sunday 

each had one input node. 

Table 18. Percent error and STD of several networks 
with different day grouping 

day groupings minimum maximum average STD 
7 0.04 % 54.13 % 8.36 % 2.66 kW 
5 0.04 % 42.51 % 8.96 % 2.88 kW 
3 0.05 % 55.65 % 8.35 % 2.67 kW 

Different groupings of the day also affect the 

percent error, although only slightly. The seven day 

grouping gave an average error of 8.36%. The three day 

grouping network was shown to be slightly better. The 

three day grouping enabled the network to distinguish 

between weekdays and weekends, and the average percent 

error was 8.35%. The maximum percent error, however, 

increased from 54.13 using the seven day grouping to 

55.65 using the three day grouping. 

6.3.3. The effect of a different normalisation procedure 

In this exercise, networks with different types of 

training data were examined. This exercise was aimed at 

seeing the effect of randomising the training data prior 



to Back Propagation training. A comparison with 

sequential training data to network performance was done. 

As before the network was based on a half hourly data 

set, binary encoded time and the seven day grouping. 

Table 19. Percent error and STD of several networks 
with different order of training data 

training data minimum maximum average STD 
random 0.02 % 69.50 % 9.12 % 3.21 kW 
sequential 0.03 % 47.74 % 9.24 % 3.08 kW 

Randomising training data was shown to improve the 

networks performance. Sequential data made it difficult 

for the network to distinguish the pattern given to it. 

A similar and slowly changing data from one to another, 

will decrease the network's ability in understanding the 

overall pattern. 

Based on the same network shown in figure 12, 

different normalisation procedures were examined. In the 

first network, training data was normalised using 

equation (12) or method I. In the second network, 

training data was normalised by dividing each load in kw 

and temperature in 00  data by 100 or method II. 

Table 20. Percent error and STD of several networks 
with different normalisation procedures 

normalisation minimum maximum average STD 
using method I 0.04 % 54.13 % 8.36 % 2.66 kW 
using method 11 0.01 % 46.11 % 14.06 % 5.55 kW 
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The normalisation process using each training data 

divided by 100 yield an average error of 14.0601. Unlike 

what was previously found, the results showed that the 

traditional normalisation approach (method I) yielded a 

better result with an average percent error of 8.36%. 

Using the same network as shown in figure 12, the 

effect of varying learning tolerance to Percent Error and 

learning rate was examined. 

Table 21. Percent error and STD of 
with different training tolerances, 

momentum 

several networks 
learn rates and 

tolerance percent error (%) 
minimum maximum average 

STD 
(kW) 

learn rate momentum 

0.1 0.04 54.13 8.36 2.66 1 0.9 
0.095 0.06 63.12 8.76 3.02 1 0.9 
0.092 0.04 62.39 8.53 2.93 1 0.9 
0.09 0.01 55.32 8.75 3.05 1 0.9 

0.088 0.05 64.82 8.64 3.07 0.97 0.75 
0.087 0.01 63.52 8.67 3.12 0.97 0.75 
0.086 0.01 56.77 8.70 3.23 0.97 0.75 
0.085 0.10 55.92 8.46 3.16 0.97 0.75 
0.083 0.07 62.71 9.37 3.30 0.97 0.75 
0.08 0.04 61.50 9.16 3.34 0.85 0.75 

0.075 0.00 66.92 8.85 3.15 0.85 0.75 
0.074 0.02 66.11 8.88 3.16 0.85 0.75 
0.073 0.02 67.09 8.85 3.17 0.75 0.65 
0.072 0.01 66.76 8.94 3.19 0.65 0.75 
0.071 0.00 66.60 8.70 3.11 0.65 0.75 

0.07 0.02 66.36 8.69 3.11 0.45 0.75 
0.069 0.06 67.17 8.75 3.14 0.4 0.75 
0.068 0.01 67.33 8.71 3.11 0.3 0.65 
0.067 0.03 68.54 8.64 3.08 0.05 0.45 
0.067 0.03 68.54 6.22 3.08 0.050 0.450 



The smaller learning tolerance proved generally to 

produce a smaller percent error, although it was not 

always the case as shown in figure 14 There was an 

increase of percent error when learning tolerance was 

decreased from 7.3% to 7.20-.. The overall trend was seen 

to be decreasing. However, the process is limited by 

time constraints as a smaller learning tolerance requires 

a small learning rate and a smaller learning rate means 

slower progress. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

It was shown that the ANN can successfully be used in 

forecasting a future load variation in a small hybrid 

power station. Unlike many other load forecasting 

exercises, the nature of data collected made it necessary 

for a proper and careful data preparation to be done. A 

better data acquisition method and procedure would 

decrease the time and effort requires for the data 

preparation process. The network training was very slow, 

i.e. it took 10 hours using an IBM PC 486 machine. 

Variations on the EP algorithm have been proposed in the 

literature for increasing the speed of convergence. 

These include the use of alternative error functions and 

the introduction of noise into the learning process [22] 

Such accelerating procedures need to be examined in a 

future study. 

Several schemes of grouping the day of the week for 

grouping the inputs were shown to affect the forecast. 

The investigations reveals that the days of the week 

should be grouped according to their similarity in load 

pattern. Training data should be randomised prior to its 

use in training. 
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Binary encoding of input was shown to be dependent on 

the number of inputs to be encoded. If large numbers of 

inputs are used, they should be binary encoded. In 

volatile load variations, a smaller interval of forecast 

should be used. 

It can be concluded that for this particular power 

station, the artificial neural network structure to be 

used is very much dependent on the nature of data. The 

structure needs to be refined from time to time to cope 

with the load variations of the growing community. The 

most recent data should be used in forecasting future 

load and most importantly, data should be carefully 

prepared before feeding it to the network. 

Inclusion of humidity as variable input besides 

temperature may be done for future studies of this 

problem in Northern Territory. The humidity was shown to 

have an affect on the behaviour of most of people in 

tropics. This however, may require an additional 

apparatus to data monitoring and acquisition, such as 

humidity measuring devices. 

Attempts need to be made for integrating the short 

term load forecasting in the design of the controller of 

a hybrid remote area power station. 



APPENDIX 

THE BRAINMAKER SOFTWARE 

BrainMaker has been upgraded recently to incorporate advancements in the 
IBM-PC platform. BrainMaker version 3.3 is now available for Windows. The 
BrainMaker Professional provides users with another set of tools which include: the 
Genetic Training Option. 

Quick overview 
BrainMaker is a simple, sophisticated and relatively well-developed software. 

New users can go quickly into designing a Neural Network using BrainMaker without 
spending much time learning from the manuals. The manuals are in textbook format. 
Step by step and very concise and easy to follow explanations can be found 
throughout the manuals. The examples provided by the manuals are quite wide in 
topics, moreover they are fascinating. Some examples are quite involved and some 
others really just touch the surface, i.e. very simple. 

Data organisation 
Netmaker is the facility whereby the user can pre-process the data for use by a 

Neural Network. The user can import his data from other applications to Netmaker. 
Netmaker accepts data from dBase, Lotus, MS Works, ASCII, and Excel version 3 or 
below. Once the data has been imported it can be analysed using Netmaker. The 
Analysis part includes graphing the data, histogram, cycle analysis (in Engineering 
term: Fourier Transform), maximum and minimum, skewness, normality, etc. Once 
the data has been analysed, it can then be pre-processed in Netmaker as well. 

The facilities include the features such as moving columns, fmding the 
difference between data in a column, deleting rows and shuffling data to randomise 
the facts. Netmaker can also be used to provide some sort of text editor and data 
viewing. It however cannot be used to input a number into a file like a spreadsheet. 

Training process 
The BrainMaker provides the user with training, testing, and running options. 

The parameters being trained or tested are shown in the monitor. It can also be 
changed using a mouse click and the presentation can be in numbers or in graphic 
form. The output is shown with the pattern (what the output should be) next to it. 
The BrainMaker training also provides the user with training options, such as learning 
rate, training tolerance and statistics. Once the training is in progress, graphs showing 
RMS error and a histogram of errors can be observed to see how the training is 
progressing. A Network health mind indicator graph is also provided. It shows the 
graph of weights in input and output layers. 
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BrainMaker is designed to be left running for hours or days depending how 
long the training will take. It provides the user with a checkpoint file whereby the 
network is saved every 8 minutes. In the case of a power failure, the state of the 
network last saved can be recovered when the power is stored. The statistical files 
provide statistics of the training of the network. It contains data such as the number of 
bad facts, good facts, RMS and average errors. In line with the statistics, BrainMaker 
also provides a facility where the network is periodically saved after certain numbers 
of runs. If the user decides from the statistics that a specified run is better, he can 
recover the run closest to it and start re-training the network. Various types of 
networks can be obtained using these facilities. 

Network analysis 
A network which has been trained or half-trained can be analysed to see the 

sensitivity of inputs, the projected output by varying one or two inputs, etc. It can 
also show the relative significance of each output neuron. These capabilities are 
provided in BrainMaker. The output of a network can also be recorded into a file and 
analysed using a spreadsheet. Network output can then be plotted against its actual 
data. Once the network is trained, an improvement on training is deemed to be done. 

Research facilities 
BrainMaker also provides some utilities especially designed for people who do 

research using this software. It is suggested that the novice user stick to the defaults 
provided by BrainMaker. 

The following features are provided: 
• Changing the number of layers. The default number of layers is 3 i.e. one 

hidden layer. The larger the network (more layers) means more data needed and a 
longer time taken for training it. 

• Varying the number of neurons in a hidden layer. BrainMaker default gives 
the number of hidden neurons the same number as the input neurons. Increasing the 
number of neurons also means longer training time. 

• Changing the transfer function. BrainMaker transfer function default is 
sigmoid. Threshold, Step, Linear and gaussian functions are provided for research 
work. 

The Genetic Training option 
Recent advancement in Neural Networks in optimising the training process by 

mimicking the DNA replication is included in the software. 
The Genetic Training Option (GTO) enables the user to automatically find the 

genetically best training option. GTO is based on the Genetic Algorithm. 
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